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Abstract: Over the past 15 years, interest in additive manufacturing (AM) on lattice structures has
significantly increased in producing 3D/4D objects. The purpose of this study is to gain a thorough
grasp of the research pattern and the condition of the field’s research today as well as identify
obstacles towards future research. To accomplish the purpose, this work undertakes a scientometric
analysis of the international research conducted on additive manufacturing for lattice structure
materials published from 2002 to 2022. A total of 1290 journal articles from the Web of Science
(WoS) database and 1766 journal articles from the Scopus database were found using a search system.
This paper applied scientometric science, which is based on bibliometric analysis. The data were
subjected to a scientometric study, which looked at the number of publications, authorship, regions
by countries, keyword co-occurrence, literature coupling, and scientometric mapping. VOSviewer
was used to establish research patterns, visualize maps, and identify transcendental issues. Thus, the
quantitative determination of the primary research framework, papers, and themes of this research
field was possible. In order to shed light on current developments in additive manufacturing for
lattice structures, an extensive systematic study is provided. The scientometric analysis revealed a
strong bias towards researching AM on lattice structures but little concentration on technologies that
emerge from it. It also outlined its unmet research needs, which can benefit both the industry and
academia. This review makes a prediction for the future, with contributions by educating researchers,
manufacturers, and other experts on the current state of AM for lattice structures.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; lattice structure; 3D printing; research pattern; research trend;
scientometric; bibliometric; COVID19; scientific literature review; review; VOSviewer

1. Introduction

Over the past 15 years, interest in polymer additive manufacturing with several engi-
neered materials has dramatically increased [1,2]. With numerous materials, this technique
can be applied to quickly design and directly create three-dimensional (3D) objects without
adding complexity to the production process. Recent studies into material developments
include the microstructures, interfacial behaviour, pore density, layup patterns, layer thick-
ness, and material development [3–7]. With the increasing need for better materials, there
are increased techniques and technologies in material processing, materials developments,
more customised materials, and newer engineered lattice-structured materials called addi-
tive manufactured materials [8–14]. Additive manufacturing (AM) has been practised for
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over 15 years in numerous manufacturing industries with the aid of 3D printing, referred
to as additive manufacturing technology [15–18]. The medical, automotive, aerospace, and
materials industries have all benefited from the innovation that additive manufacturing
(AM) has brought forth [19–22]. It uses lithographic techniques to join materials, layer-by-
layer, on top of an existing structure to create parts from 3D model data [23–25]. A variety
of technologies, including rapid prototyping (RP), selective laser melting (SLM), and elec-
tron beam melting (EBM) technologies, are used in additive manufacturing (AM) [26–29].
The earlier technology, rapid prototyping, is a concept that refers to the rise of additive
manufacturing (AM) and the development of the polymer material used for prototype [30].
One aspect of development of the models is the use of CAD (computer-aided design) to
develop the AM designs, like on lattice structure prototyping. Contrary to conventional
production methods like casting and machining, additive manufacturing enables designers
to quickly prototype and reduce operational costs and material waste in the process [31–33].
For the process, two commonly used methods for building metal components from powder
feedstock are the Directed Energy Deposition (DED) and Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) [34].
Another aspect of AM is the use of machine learning (ML), which has been proven in the
optimization of the material properties, strength, material mix, and array of the lattice-
structured additive manufactured materials [35–37].

Earlier research using scientometric reviews on additive manufacturing reflect that
there is an increase in research on other aspects of AM being investigated [38–40]. The
current market demand places an ever-increasing emphasis on the efficient use of 3D
printing for the production of complicated shapes [41–43]. However, the use of lattice
structures in additive manufacturing has seen increasing demand due to their unique
applications [44–51]. Lattice structures could be classified as porous and non-porous mate-
rials, depending on their applications [52–60]. These lattice structures for additive manu-
facturing have increasing applications from 3D printing to 4D printing, such as biological
and medical applications [61–68]. Practical applications in the biomedical area that utilises
lattice structures as additive manufactured materials include the manufacture of prosthetic
legs and 3D-printed dental teeth. Conventional materials utilised for different advanced
materials, such as ceramics, composites, or metals, can be found in additive manufactured
(AM) materials [69–71]. However, AM has a method that spreads quickly in the manufac-
turing sectors, making AM products usable most of the time [72,73]. A 3D object scanner is
used in additive manufacturing (AM), which enables the production of items with accurate
geometrical details. In contrast to traditional manufacturing, which frequently necessitates
milling or other processes to eliminate superfluous material, these are constructed layer by
layer, much like a 3D printing process. There are also more experimental investigations on
AM that are used with numerical investigations to further understand engineered lattice
structures in AM [74–76]. Additionally, employing stereolithography (SL) for 3D systems,
additive manufacturing (AM) technology solidified the thin UV (ultraviolet) layers with
light-sensitive liquid polymer through laser operations. Additionally, additive manufactur-
ing (AM) started to advance in the early 1980s when equipment was upgraded from a lower
level of operation to a higher level using new conventional equipment as opposed to the
previous equipment employed at the time, then in late 1980s to early 1990s, rapid prototyp-
ing increased [75,76]. These developments resulted from the use of more sophisticated jigs,
medical implants, engineering applications, and tooling on the typical production floor, as
earlier illustrated by Graham Tromans (UK) and Terry Wohler (USA) [75,76]. The timeline
for the developments on AM showing the past, present, and potential future, including
rapid casting (1994), rapid tooling (1995), AM for automotive (2001), aerospace polymers
(2004), medical polymers and jigs (2005), medical metal implants (2009), aerospace polymers
(2011), nano-manufacturing (2013–2016), architecture (2013–2017), biomedical implants
(2013–2018), 3D printing of face shields, masks, ventilators during COVID19 pandemic
(2019–2022), lattice structures and 4D Printing for medical organs (2013–2022), in situ
bio-manufacturing (2013–2022), and full body organ printing (2013–2032), is represented in
Figure 1.
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Youngstown, OH, USA).

These AM processes include material extrusion, material jetting, binder jetting, powder
bed fusion, directed energy deposition, photopolymerization, and sheet lamination [76,77].
These processes are all used in additive manufacturing (AM) technologies. They are
procedures and techniques for using parts produced through additive manufacturing in
production facilities and public spaces. Some state-of-the-art reviews also present ad-
vantages of additive manufacturing with related bibliometric analysis, but they did not
consider lattice structures [77–79]. Generally, the advantages of additive manufacturing
(AM) technology include the use of complex geometries, lighter structures, and the mate-
rial’s ability to allow customization. In addition, it allows manufacturing processes that
involve an increase in the geometric complexity of the design or an increment of material
volume that leads to a rise in the manufacturing cost or time, thus the need to improve
upon this technology, as seen in the trends in both 3D printing and 4D printing [80–86].
Additionally, it is crucial to comprehend the current status of the literature in relation to
additive manufacturing procedures and the mechanical properties of 3D printed materials.
This technique has been used to produce 3D/4D objects without adding complexity to the
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production process. This understanding will help to establish a research horizon and create
future works on this subject.

Hence the need to conduct this scientometric analysis on additive manufacturing for
engineered lattice structures. The majority of the article is structured as follows: Section 1
introduces the subject area of AM. The research methodology is detailed in Section 2. The
result and implications of the scientometric analysis are then addressed in Section 3. The
implications of the systematic review with discussions on the research trends are detailed
in Section 4. Lastly, the summary on the systematic review with recommendations for
future research are presented in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, the materials used for the data analysis and the research methodology
for the study are presented.

2.1. Data Retrieval

Data collection from the available literature was crucial to this study, notably for the
scientometric analysis’s result. The data collection for this study followed the already
established procedure for bibliometric reviews. Different studies on AM have covered a
range of technologies applied [31–34,76–79], hence it is necessary to have a strategy for
the selection of the papers. Two criteria were used in the literature collection strategy:
(1) contemporary and relevance: all publications from 2002 to 2022 were searched, and
the papers were manually screened by carefully reading the keywords and abstracts; and
(2) quality assurance: only peer-reviewed papers from journals were included because
journal papers typically go through careful reviews to remove errors and mistakes. For
the literature review, the database choice was crucial. Due to its large coverage of the
subject area in journal publications, the research repositories and academic databases were
considered as knowledge domains. Thus, with the diverse range of academic databases
cthat are presently available, there was need to decide on the choice of the database(s) to
utilise. This decision was achieved by having an initial comparative study between the
Scopus database and Web of Science (WoS), as both were considered to obtain the data,
and they gave good results. The search was conducted using wildcards. The variations of
one keyword were captured using the wildcard character *. The keywords chosen were
(“additive manufacturing *” OR “lattice *” AND (“structure *”) based on the goal of this
research. Searching for terms inside a publication’s title, abstract, or keywords turned up
all of the available literature on multi-material additive manufacturing of polymers in the
Scopus database. The 2002–2022 search window was chosen to reflect the current growth of
polymer additive manufacturing using several materials. To restrict the number of papers
published in peer-reviewed English journals, a screening procedure was used.

2.2. Research Methodology

In this study, a scientometric analysis is carried out using research database and
visualization-mapping tools to investigate research trends and patterns on the subject
area. By inflection, scientometrics is used to reveal the research impact of publications,
researchers, journals, and research institutions in a particular field of study. By definition,
scientometrics also includes the quantitative study of science, science policy, and science
communication, which gives an in-depth understanding of the research through the sci-
entific citation and offers a deeper understanding of scientific citations [87–89]. To gain
a thorough understanding of the evolution of this research field from 2002 to 2022, this
study will conduct a scientometric evaluation and analysis of the papers pertaining to the
multi-material additive manufacturing of engineered lattice structures. The scientometric
review is also qualitatively validated by comparing the present data with other bibliometric
studies on AM [38–40,90–93]. An extensive systematic review is then offered to offer deeper
insights into the technology and applications of multi-material additive manufacturing
of polymers based on the findings of the scientometrics analysis. In a nutshell, this study
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used a mixed review methodology, which combines scientometric analysis and systematic
review, to examine the state of research on additive manufacturing for lattice-structure
materials. By combining subjective research with a robust quantitative description and
evaluation using science network mapping techniques, this study’s contribution can be
seen as extending past review works in this field. The flowchart of the methodology is
presented in Figure 2.
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2.3. Article Selection

The method taken into account for choosing the academic papers is also a crucial com-
ponent of the meta-science analysis carried out in this literature review. Finding research
trends, threads, and advancements on additive manufacturing is one of the primary goals
of this review. As represented in Figure 2, a public database named Scopus has been taken
into consideration for this review in order to accomplish this objective. Scopus was accessed
through Lancaster University, UK. After certain adjustments and exclusions to make sure
the data used fits within the targeted study on additive manufacturing, a total number of
papers were taken into account in the meta-analysis. Descriptors in the English language
were taken from the Scopus database. Additionally, as the non-English papers were all
disqualified, only English-language articles were taken into consideration. Clarification
regarding the keywords that were used in this study are mentioned in the keyword search
on Figures 2–4, which show the databases used in this study.
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Although some comparisons between data from the Scopus database (see Figure 3) and
Web of Science database (see Figure 4) were done to determine the trend in development in
other forms of the subject area, which remained the main keyword that the research was
focused on, it should be noted that the representations in Figures 3 and 4 were used to
show different keyword searches used, as each database has a different search structure.
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Additionally, these database search images reflect that the search terms used in both show
different lines but mean the same thing.

2.4. Research Indicators

The research indicators are key in identifying the significance of any research area. The
influence of authorship, co-authorship, regions by countries, affiliations (or institutions),
publication sources, and keywords are some of the aspects that are taken into account in the
formulation of the scientometric investigation or similar bibliometric reviews [88–90,94–102].
Some mapping was conducted on the publication data retrieved using VoS Viewer [103–112],
using standard methods of bibliometric mapping [113–122]. However, the publications
were also screened by sampling some data, as the results were too much to check each paper.
The trajectory of the analysed subject was tracked by measuring the impact factor and
the h-index of the publications selected for the study. The impact factors of the published
sources were found by scanning the Clarivate Analytics database [123], Web of Science
(WoS) database [124], Scopus database [125], and the SCIMAGO database [126], also avail-
able in 2021 Journal Citation Reports [127]. Some studies investigated different databases
ranging from PubMed to Scopus and Web of Science databases to conduct bibliometric
analysis using different indicators [87–89,127–130]. However, as seen in Figures 3 and 4,
the search output obtained from Scopus were 1766 results, whereas the result from Web
of Science (WoS) were 1290 results on the same keyword for this scientometric analysis.
Hence, most of the data considered were from the Scopus database, whereas data from WoS
was used to validate the studies. It also showed that Scopus had higher data collection on
the subject area for the time range under consideration in this study. It should be noted that
this does not reflect that one database has more collection of publication record than the
other. Additionally, it should be noted that H-index is a particular indicator established by
JE Hirsch in 2005, which measures each researcher’s number of publications and number of
citations [128,129,131]. In that study, it was inferred that when a writer has N publications,
and those publications have been mentioned at least N times by other writers, then that
writer’s h-index is equal to N.

2.5. Scientometric Analysis

The knowledge domain structure of the multi-material additive manufacturing of
polymers can be clarified by the discovered research clusters; however, the in-depth re-
search problems and research demands cannot be revealed by scientometric analysis. In
order to enhance the scientometric analysis in this work, a systematic review was carried
out. The systematic review was first split into two parts by the authors: technology and
applications. A consensus-based debate on the results of the scientometric review study led
to the classification structure of research subjects in these two areas. It was reported that
Nalimov and Mulchenko coined the word “Scientometrics” for the first time in 1969 as an
evaluation of science [88,89,94,95]. From the second half of the 19th century to the present,
scientometrics has been a growing field of study. In the past century, scientometrics research
has progressed from the unconscious to consciousness, from qualitative to quantitative
research, and from outward description to a thorough examination of the fundamental
characteristics of scientific production. Recent research has shown the effectiveness of
scientometrics in a variety of fields, including additive manufacturing [38–40], data analy-
sis [94,95], built environment [96,97,128,129], research impact [131], sustainability [132,133],
energy [134], project management [135], construction [136,137], water supply [138,139],
medical applications [99–101,140,141], visualisation of data [103–108,114–118], and author
collaborations [142–144]. Modern scientometric analysis enables researchers to access sci-
entific contributions, map knowledge structures, to access scientific advancement, and
identify emerging patterns within a certain study subject from these literature studies. It
is quite difficult to describe the total field of multi-material additive manufacturing of
polymers using simply systematic analysis due to the large range of research subjects that
fall under this umbrella [145,146]. The research field can be understood in depth through
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systematic analysis, but this method has limitations in terms of subjective interpretation
and is open to bias [134–136]. In order to analyse the findings of earlier studies in the field
of multi-material additive manufacturing of polymers, a scientometrics analysis method
was proposed in this work.

2.6. VOS Viewer

The VOSviewer is an open-source programme and was used in this study’s network
modelling and visualisation [103–108]. Nees Jan van Eck and Ludo Waltman currently
own the VOSviewer. For this study, the version of the software used is VOSviewer version
1.6.18, and it was run with Java version 1.8.0_333 and Microsoft Graph. It is important to
note that when organising research subjects for the ensuing systematic review, both the
scientific mapping of research communities and themes derived from literature coupling
analysis and keyword co-occurrence analysis were taken into account. Numerous analyses
were conducted from different angles, including analyses of the countries/regions’ activity,
authorship, co-occurrence, keyword, literature coupling, and number of publications, as
summarised in Figure 5.
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3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Publication History

The first aspect of the results for the component meta-analysis is the impact of the
research and its breakdown of publication years. Data from the Scopus database was
obtained on 20 June 2022, as shown in Figure 6. From the result, the publishing output
from 2015–2021 showed a modest trend shift when the most recent articles were taken
into account. The output increased from 33 publications in 2014, to 36 publications in
2015, to 80 publications in 2016, before it reduced to 115 publications in 2017. Then it
increased to 173 publications in 2018, went up to 265 publications in 2019, increased to
343 publications in 2020, peaked at 436 publications in 2021 while they were producing
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materials to control the Corona Virus, then decreased to 230 publications by the middle
of 2022. As a result, among other things, it may be said that the research is a function of
economic activity, as 1766 journal papers were published between 2002 and 2022 using the
literature search technique described in Section 3. Figure 6 displays the annual number
of journal publications on the subject of additive manufacturing. This statistic shows a
general rising trend from 2006 to 2009. Starting in 2010, a burst was noticeable because
there were only four publications, which can be ascribed to the global economic crisis. From
there, it increased dramatically until the year 2021, rising to nine publications in 2011 and
fourteen publications in 2012. The number of publications increased at an astounding rate
between 2013 and 2021. Notably, the surge that began in 2013 coincided with an important
development in additive manufacturing technology, also summarised in Figure 1. The
particular developments seen in recent times from Figure 1 are seen in nano-manufacturing,
architecture, engineering of car body parts like brake pedals, engineering of COVID19
control devices like ventilators, personal protective equipment (PPE) like face shields,
biomedical implants like prosthetic bones, in situ bio-manufacturing, and full body organs.
The growing accessibility of established additive manufacturing technologies may be
responsible for the rise in study into the additive manufacture of designed lattice structures
in recent years.
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3.2. Publication Sources

The publishing sources are the subject of the current meta-analysis. Other academic
databases were searched as well, though, to verify the information from the Scopus database.
It was decided to use the Scopus, despite considering major academic databases like
PubMed, Science Direct, DOAJ, Web of Science, Google Scholar, and Scopus. In a de-
tailed, methodical, and scientometric review of scientific scholarly articles (or papers) from
journals and conferences, it was possible to make more inferences on the investigation of
additive manufacturing. Academic publishers with academic repositories and databases,
such as Taylor & Francis, Elsevier, Sage, and Springer Link, were also taken into account,
as seen in Figures 7 and 8. Journals that had high significance are specialist journals like
Additive Manufacturing, which has a high h-index with an impact factor of 10 and citescore
of 11.60, as well as international conferences like ASME, ASCE, ICE, ICCM, ICCS, NIST,
ICCS, SAMPE, ISOPE, OTC, etc., were also taken into consideration. As can be seen in
Figure 7, the majority of publications on AM were presented in journal papers from two
important conference proceedings. However, these publications were less numerous than
those that appeared in related Q1 journals. The outcome was subsequently vetted to in-
clude the best journals in additive manufacturing. Elsevier’s Additive Manufacturing,
Elsevier’s Materials and Design, MDPI’s Materials, MDPI’s Polymers, and MDPI’s Metals
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were the journals that appeared the most frequently. The other periodicals are International
Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology, Rapid Prototyping Journal, Materials
Today Proceedings, and Journal of Manufacturing Processes. This was further analysed in
Table 1 to show that the highest data was published in Additive Manufacturing journal,
especially from the years 2018–2022, where they have high marginal increase.
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Further analysis of the publications per year by source was conducted on this area us-
ing data from Web of Science (WoS). It was observed that many publications were available
that generally researched on additive manufacturing from 2002–2022. From the data ob-
tained from Scopus, Additive Manufacturing published 1883 articles, Materials published
946 articles, International Journal of advanced manufacturing technology published 940 ar-
ticles, Rapid Prototyping Journal published 683 articles, Materials and Design published
658 articles, Materials Science and Engineering A published 616 articles, Materials Today
Proceedings published 460 articles, Metals published 440 articles, Journal of Manufacturing
Processes published 415 articles, and Polymers published 347 articles. However, the sourc-
ing of the data was also conducted using the WoS (Web of Science) database. From the WoS
database, 46,821 articles were retrieved, whereas the Scopus database had 43,602 articles.
The survey reveals that all of the papers’ research output grew from 2013, but Elsevier’s
Additive Manufacturing had the highest publishing rate. This demonstrates that additive
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manufacturing researchers have encountered similar problems. These problems primarily
revolve around the mechanics of materials with lattice structures, the number of layers,
the thickness of the lattice, the material compositions, and the development of standards
for lattice structure additive manufacturing. Secondly, it was discovered that, between
2002 and 2022, many patents were published by various inventors as a result of the earliest
increased developments in lattice-structured additive produced materials, which were
noted as early as in 2002.

Table 1. Publications in Scopus in the top journals for additive manufacturing on lattice structures.

Publication Source

Scopus

Total
Publications
(TP)

2021
Articles

2020
Articles

2019
Articles

2018
Articles

2017
Articles CiteScore SJR SNIP

Additive Manufacturing 1883 521 477 250 241 80 11.6 2.71 2.946

Materials 946 316 236 121 89 37 4.2 0.682 1.261

International Journal of
advanced manufacturing
technology

943 159 182 149 112 71 5.6 0.946 1.486

Rapid Prototyping
Journal 691 106 100 85 83 70 6.0 0.827 1.281

Materials and Design 659 168 111 78 93 64 13.0 1.842 2.264

Materials Science and
Engineering A 617 159 109 96 47 42 8.8 1.574 1.973

Materials Today
Proceedings 460 128 83 98 48 19 1.8 0.341 0.657

Metals 440 160 102 66 31 8 3.4 0.57 1.062

Journal of
Manufacturing Processes 415 144 86 45 27 15 6.6 1.387 2.084

Polymers 347 144 82 25 16 3 4.7 0.77 1.2

3.3. Publication Subjects

The meta-analysis conducted on the scientometric review in this section focuses on the
literature search using publication subjects as presented in Figures 9 and 10. They represent
the subject-based categorization of papers on additive manufacturing for engineered lattice
structures. Engineering-related disciplines accounted for the largest percentage in the 2022
data at 37.5%, followed by Materials Sciences at 27.1%; these two occupied over 50% of
the quadrat on publication subjects. It was followed by Physics and Astronomy at 10.6%,
then Computer Sciences at 8.2%, then Mathematics at 5.5%, then Chemical Engineering
at 2.8%, then Chemistry at 2.0%, then Biochemistry at 1.1%, then Energy at 1.0%. The
least was achieved by Business Management at 0.9%, whereas Others, which included
minor subgroups, were at 3.1%, which showed that there were other evolving areas that
worked on application of additive manufacturing. Furthermore, it was noted that research
on Engineering in 2022 data surpassed other areas, which could be seen in the need to
develop control materials for the COVID-19 pandemic and systems for manufacturing
and the production of oil and gas, among others. These are seen in some of the sampled
papers from the screening conducted on the papers used in this study. In other comparable
domains, similar transitions were seen using Web of Science data (see Table 2). The data
on Table 2 were used to give the best significance of the study, as it has been unified and
approximated to be 3 s.f. (significant figures). The tabulated data were also used to have a
breakdown of different engineering subjects, such as Engineering Manufacturing, Engineer-
ing Mechanical, and Engineering Multidisciplinary. The visualisation treemap used for all
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publications on additive manufacturing showed that Materials Science Multidisciplinary
had 672 publications, followed by Engineering Manufacturing at 337 publications, followed
by Engineering Mechanical at 224 publications, followed by Mechanics at 164 publications,
followed by Engineering Metallurgy at 160 publications, followed by Applied Physics at
114 publications, followed by Engineering Multidisciplinary at 75 publications, followed
by Physical Chemistry at 72 publications, followed by Condensed Matter Physics at 71 pub-
lications, and the least was Materials Science Composites at 59 publications. This further
demonstrates how interest on additive manufactured materials in engineering subjects
has been influenced by their use in full-scale applications, control systems for the COVID-
19 pandemic (like face shields), pipeline fabrication, fabrication of machine parts, and
deployment on cutting-edge systems.
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Table 2. Data on publication subjects on “additive manufacturing on lattice structure” from WoS.

Web of Science Categories Record Count % of 1294

Materials Science Multidisciplinary 672 51.932

Engineering Manufacturing 337 26.043

Engineering Mechanical 224 17.311

Mechanics 164 12.674
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Table 2. Cont.

Web of Science Categories Record Count % of 1294

Metallurgy Metallurgical Engineering 160 12.365

Physics Applied 114 8.81

Engineering Multidisciplinary 75 5.796

Chemistry Physical 72 5.564

Physics Condensed Matter 71 5.487

Materials Science Composites 59 4.56

Engineering Biomedical 56 4.328

Materials Science Biomaterials 48 3.709

Nanoscience Nanotechnology 48 3.709

Automation Control Systems 46 3.555

Materials Science Characterization Testing 42 3.246

Engineering Industrial 35 2.705

Computer Science Interdisciplinary Applications 29 2.241

Mathematics Interdisciplinary Applications 26 2.009

Thermodynamics 26 2.009

Engineering Electrical Electronic 25 1.932

Chemistry Multidisciplinary 22 1.7

Engineering Civil 21 1.623

Instruments Instrumentation 21 1.623

Multidisciplinary Sciences 21 1.623

Polymer Science 21 1.623

3.4. Publication Type

The meta-analysis conducted on the scientometric review in this section focuses on
the literature search using publication type that is presented in Figure 11. It represents
the type-based categorization of papers on additive manufacturing for lattice structures.
Journal papers (or articles) are seen to be the highest, with 69.3% having 1226 publications,
followed by conference papers, at 24.1% having 427 publications. Next are review papers,
at 3.7% producing 65 documents, then book chapters, at 1.6% producing 29 documents,
followed by conference review, at 0.7% producing 13 documents. The other types including
the notes, letters, errata, editorials, and data papers; each produced 0.1%, reflecting two
documents from each type. This implies that the research scrutiny on AM is reflected on
the volume of publication outputs, which are significantly research articles.
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3.5. Publication Keywords

The scientometic analysis on the publication keywords on the search keywords on
this investigation. This investigation was initially conducted on the keywords using word
cloud, which showed that some words had higher density than others, as seen in Figure 12.
The densest keywords are represented with higher font sizes and unique font colours.
The keywords are visualized in order using a word cloud generator, which shows the
highest to the lowest as boldest to the least bold. The keywords include lattice, structures,
additive, manufacturing, design, behaviour, mechanical-properties, optimization, laser,
microstructure, structure, melting, mechanical, topology, porous, melting, powder, etc. The
word cloud was developed, using text mining via an online Free Word Cloud Generator, to
generate two schemes of a word cloud based on different amounts of keywords, as seen in
Figure 12a,b. The lesser the number of keywords, the smaller the form of the word cloud,
as seen in Figure 12a. However, when more keywords were used, the limit of the word
cloud generator had to be increased to develop Figure 12b, but the limit was 100 words.
It was then compared with another generator called Voyant tool, which had much larger
limit of up to 500 words.
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However, the keywords from the scientometric analysis were further post-processed,
using VOSviewer version 1.6.18, to obtain the network visualization and density visu-
alization in Figures 13 and 14. The mapped networks showed 36 clusters, showing the
co-occurrences of bibliometric items used for the keywords. From this search, there were
3920 items from the results for the component meta-analysis. It was observed that the
highest keyword co-occurrence was “element analysis”, which shows that a lot of work
on this area has been considered based on the different designs for lattice structures used
in additive manufacturing. The type of element used has an impact on the research by
increasing more micropores, microstructures, and element analysis of the lattices used for
the breakdown of publication years from 2002 to 2022. Other keywords that make a mark
on this area are: formation, microlattice, minimal surface, porous biomaterial, FE (finite
element) result, etc. These range show the diverse research conducted within the scope of
additive manufacturing on lattice structures. See the supplementary data for the keyword
files used in developing the word clouds and other aspects of this scientometric review.
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3.6. Publication Affiliation

This sub-section presents the results of the publication affiliation from the bibliometric
analysis on the subject area. The results of research output related to the publication in this
field are important in understanding the research patterns and the impact of affiliations
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(institutions and organisations), on the research. A deeper understanding of the support
from different affiliations to additive manufacturing on lattice structures is necessary
to assess the research impact from the institution or organisation, which is given as a
breakdown of publication volume from different departments. Moreso, applications of
additive manufacturing on lattice structures have been seen in bioengineering, medical
applications, and mechanical engineering. Hence, the outputs seen from the databases were
cross-field publications. Currently, different research institutes, polytechnics, universities,
and companies have contributed to the scientific literature on additive manufacturing on
lattice-manufactured materials. However, there was a recent increase in small-scale research
and small AM businesses during the recent COVID-19 pandemic, as detailed in Section 4.
AM applications were seen in the control of CoronaVirus for the production of PPEs like
face shields, and also in fabricating ventilators [9]. To better understand the influence of
affiliations, the analysis of publication affiliations was conducted using data from SCOPUS
and WoS databases. To visualise the mapped network, the author’s names were further
filtered to see publications produced on this subject area per year. This also helps to see the
impact of the institution on the research strength in that area. Figure 15 shows the affiliation
contributions on the subject matter. There are over 160 institutions that have contributed
to research in AM on lattice structures. Each of these institutions have different authors,
and some of the publications are sponsored or funded by different funders. However,
further analysis on the impact of the funding agencies is presented in the next sub-section.
The affiliations have collection of documents, as well as some have only one publication,
as AM on lattice structures is still developing in some institutions. Table 3 presents the
twenty (20) institutions with the highest publications on the subject area. From this study’s
data, the Georgia Institute of Technology had the highest publications, as it produced
40 publications on Scopus database while 25 publications on WoS database. The affiliation
with the second highest publication is Beijing Institute of Technology which produced
38 publications on both Scopus and WoS databases. The next affiliation is Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology (RMIT) as it produced 37 publications on Scopus database while
38 publications on WoS database. It was also observed that the publications from these top
affiliations were also published in high impact journals. Also, the publications from these
highest affiliations are among those who have had many years of research experience on
the subject area on additive manufacturing. Lastly, the visualized network map in Figure 16
also shows the research connectivity of the different affiliations with 13 clusters.
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Figure 15. Publication affiliation for “additive manufacturing on lattice structure” research (data
retrieved from Scopus and WoS on 20 June 2022).
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Table 3. Comparisons on publication affiliation for “additive manufacturing on lattice structure”
research (data retrieved from Scopus and WoS on 20 June 2022).

Affiliation Scopus WoS % of 513 % of 465

Georgia Institute of Technology 40 25 7.797 5.376

Beijing Institute of Technology 38 38 7.407 8.172

RMIT Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 37 38 7.212 8.172

Nanyang Technological University 35 32 6.823 6.882

Delft University of Technology 23 15 4.483 3.226

Université McGill 31 21 6.043 4.516

Imperial College London 23 16 4.483 3.441

CNRS Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique 30 39 5.848 8.387

University of Nottingham 28 18 5.458 3.871

Singapore Centre for 3D Printing 26 32 5.068 6.882

Politecnico di Torino 25 19 4.873 4.086

Politecnico di Milano 25 22 4.873 4.731

ETH Zürich 25 21 4.873 4.516

Pennsylvania State University 20 24 3.899 5.161

National University of Singapore 20 16 3.899 3.441

National Taiwan University of Science and Technology 20 19 3.899 4.086

Huazhong University of Science and Technology 19 23 3.704 4.946

University of Pittsburgh 18 15 3.509 3.226

Khalifa University of Science and Technology 18 16 3.509 3.441

Chinese Academy of Sciences 12 16 2.339 3.441
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3.7. Publication Authors

Another aspect of the investigation of research patterns on “additive manufacturing on
lattice structures” is based on the publication authorship. The first aspect of the component
meta-analysis is understanding the impact of authorship on the research and its breakdown
of publication volume. Different researchers have contributed to the scientific literature
on additive manufacturing on lattice-manufactured materials. To visualise the mapped
network, the author’s names were further filtered to see publications that did not have
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more than 25 authors per publication. Figure 17 shows the authorship contributions on
the subject matter. There are over 2000 authors in the collection of documents, and some
of them have only one publication. Table 4 presents the eighteen authors with the highest
h-index and highest publications. Additionally, the year the documents were published is
shown. The total number of citations since they first published documents and the quantity
of references cited for each work were retrieved from academic databases. From this study’s
data, the author with the highest h-index is Leary, M., followed by Brandt, M., and then
next is Zhao, Y.F. The authors who received the most citations per publication were also
examined in more detail in the next section. It should be noted that the latest works by
authors with the highest h-index are the contributions of the most widely referenced related
work. However, authors with the highest h-index are among those who have had many
years of research experience on the subject area on additive manufacturing.
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Table 4. Comparative results on publication authors for “additive manufacturing on lattice structure”
research (data retrieved from Scopus and WoS on 20 June 2022).

Author Name Scopus WoS % of 258 % of 246

Leary, M. 26 27 10.078 10.976

Brandt, M. 20 22 7.752 8.943

Zhao, Y.F. 20 12 7.752 4.878

Tang, Y. 19 11 7.364 4.472

Rosen, D.W. 18 11 6.977 4.472

Fang, D. 17 17 6.589 6.911

Jeng, J.Y. 17 17 6.589 6.911

Lozanovski, B. 8 10 3.101 4.065

Yan, C. 15 14 5.814 5.691

Takezawa, A. 10 11 3.876 4.472

To, A.C. 13 11 5.039 4.472

Zadpoor, A.A. 13 14 5.039 5.691

du Plessis, A. 13 14 5.039 5.691

Park, S.I. 11 10 4.264 4.065

Cuan-Urquizo, E. 10 9 3.876 3.659

Downing, D. 10 11 3.876 4.472

Shi, Y. 9 14 3.488 5.691

Zhang, X. 9 11 3.488 4.472
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3.8. Publication Citations

In this sub-section, the scientometric review on publication citations is conducted. The
citations in this field against the quantity of publications is one important factor to consider.
The citations are used to assess the strength of a research area, the scientific significance,
and the impact of the publications in the subject area. One of the indicators used in this
assessment is the h-index. The h-index value is based on a list of publications ranked in
descending order by the Times Cited count. It can be said that an index of ‘h’ implies that
there are ‘h’ papers that have each been cited at least ‘h’ times. Additionally, the h-index is
based on the depth of years of the WoS database product subscription and your selected
timespan. The source items that are not part of the WoS database product subscription
were not factored into the calculation. There were less publications from WoS, whereas
there were more publications in Scopus, in a ratio of 1766:1294. It was observed that there
was a h-index of 79 and an average citation per publication of 18.71. In the total documents
on the subject area, there were also 12,691 citing articles, whereby 11,750 publications were
without self-citations. These articles were cited 24,205 times, cumulatively, whereas those
publications without self-citations were cited 19,028 times. This is shown in the citation data
presented in Figure 18. The number of documents has increased significantly since 2013,
whereas the slope of the cumulative publications has barely changed. With the exception
of a little decline in the 2012–2013 era, the most substantial changes in the slope of the
cumulative publications are shown between 2009–2021. It is important to note there has not
been a plateau pattern in recent years, which shows that additive manufacturing research
for lattice structures has been relevant recently. Additionally, the drop in the 2021–2022
data shows a drop because it is mid-2022; as such, it is expected to tip higher.
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3.9. Publication Collaborations by Co-Authorship

The scientometric analysis on publication authorship was conducted using the data
from the publication databases. For the co-authorship analysis, the counting method used
was the full counting method, and the publications that had above 25 authors were ignored
from this study. The number of documents per author were limited to five, and 92 met the
thresholds out of 4475 authors. The authors with the greatest total link strength were used
in the selection. The threshold system used to filter the authorship was a minimum of one
publication in the area, as 3446 authors met this threshold. In this data clustering, there
were two methods considered in the analysis. For the first method, 17 clusters were used
for the authorship, as seen in Figures 19 and 20. The highest publications were identified
in the green node by cluster 2 showing Seung Ki Moon as the most published author in
additive manufacturing, with 23 links, 17 publications, and a total link strength of 45.
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The second method of analysis was conducted using fractionalization to normalize
the data. It showed a much wider network of co-occurrences between publications but
mapped more links and clusters between the different authors in different locations, as
seen in Figure 21. This method also showed the impact of the research, as seen through
the authors. The density visualization in Figure 22 also showed the link strength of the
authors on this subject area, and the breakdown of publication can be tracked to see the
research patterns.
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3.10. Publication Countries/Regions

The scientometric analysis on publications conducted in this subject area showed that
the researchers from 75 different nations have contributed to the scientific literature on
additive manufacturing on lattice structure materials, although only 25 of those nations
have more than 10 publications to their names. Figure 23 shows the 25 nations with the most
quantity of publications, namely: United States, China, Italy, United Kingdom, Germany,
France, Australia, Canada, Singapore, India, Japan, Switzerland, Russian Federation, South
Korea, Turkey, Netherlands, Iran, Belgium, South Africa, Taiwan, Sweden, Spain, Malaysia,
United Arab Emirates, and Poland. According to the overall number of publications that are
not dependent on international collaboration, the USA comes out as the top nation. From
2002–2022, it was observed that different databases reflected close results for each country,
as seen in Table 5. The Scopus database showed that the USA produced 397 publications,
whereas WoS showed that the USA produced 252 publications. The top four countries with
the highest scientific production also include Italy, China, and the UK. In this way, it can
also be seen that the regions of Europe and Asia, where there are more than 60 publications,
are more interested in research on additive manufacturing with lattice structures. As
shown in Figure 23, the USA, China, Italy and the UK, which have the broadest worldwide
network of collaboration, are at the forefront of academic engagement. It is hoped that
other nations will close the gap in the publication ratio from that of the top countries, such
as USA, which almost doubles the third (Italy).
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Table 5. The global research activities showing countries with the highest relevance for “additive
manufacturing on lattice structures” from the Scopus and WoS databases.

Country/Territory Scopus WoS % of Scopus
Sum (1998)

% of WoS Sum
(1526)

United States 397 252 19.869 16.514

China 306 256 15.315 16.776

Italy 177 127 8.859 8.322

United Kingdom 173 119 8.659 7.798

Germany 121 100 6.056 6.553

France 82 61 4.104 3.997

Australia 81 73 4.054 4.784
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Table 5. Cont.

Country/Territory Scopus WoS % of Scopus
Sum (1998)

% of WoS Sum
(1526)

Canada 74 56 3.704 3.669

Singapore 65 57 3.253 3.735

India 52 35 2.603 2.294

Japan 51 38 2.553 2.490

Switzerland 44 36 2.202 2.359

Russian Federation 43 26 2.152 1.704

South Korea 43 31 2.152 2.031

Turkey 40 29 2.002 1.900

Netherlands 30 32 1.502 2.097

Iran 29 25 1.451 1.638

Belgium 27 26 1.351 1.704

South Africa 27 20 1.351 1.311

Taiwan 26 29 1.301 1.900

Sweden 25 18 1.251 1.180

Spain 24 21 1.201 1.376

Malaysia 21 19 1.051 1.245

United Arab Emirates 21 21 1.051 1.376

Poland 19 19 0.951 1.245

4. Implications of Trends for Future Research
4.1. Implications of Publication Volume

Due to the significant advantages that polymer-based materials have recently brought
to the research and industrial community globally, new studies and technological devel-
opments have centred on enhancing levels of multifunctionality in diverse applications.
When compared to single homogenous structures, the ability to fabricate bespoke multi-
material structures utilising additive manufacturing technology enabled particular material
selection and improved various attributes [145–150]. Considering the nature of the topics
covered in this review, more discussion has been extended to the limitations of “additive
manufacturing on lattice structures” and the challenges of including more aspects of the
bibliometric analysis. Hence, further discussions should be looked at based on three (3) very
relevant aspects: “type of additive manufacturing technology”, “lattice topologies”, and
“additive manufacturing”. Based on the scientometric analysis, the following evaluation of
recent multi-material polymers with AM applications in the engineering, biomedical, and
information technology sectors is provided.

The literature on lattice-structured materials manufactured using additive processes
has grown significantly since 2002 up to 2022, as seen in Figure 6. This pattern not only
reflects the advancement of additive manufacturing technology, but it also reflects the rising
need for further research. There were over 10 unique high-impact journals that publish
in a widely diversified set of publications, which were presented in Table 1. Although
journal publications are evenly distributed, the field of additive manufacturing on lattice
structures has the most publications overall at 25% (Additive Manufacturing Journal). The
field of additive manufacturing, which encompasses a variety of applications, systems,
methodologies, techniques, materials, and technologies, is often regarded as having the
top journal in the world. Table 1 indicates that the majority of the journals, with the excep-
tion of Additive Manufacturing and Rapid Prototyping Journal, concentrate on materials.
Therefore, in the process of determining where to publish their papers, researchers working
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on technologies or processes of additive manufacturing may run into problems. Some of
these additive manufacturing studies include different types of lattice structures [150–159].
Typical representations showing the computational model for typical lattice structures,
such as (a) the strut-based lattice structure, and (b) the surface-based lattice structure, are
seen in Figure 24.
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4.2. Implications of Additive Manufacturing Processes

The correlations between keywords in articles were taken into account in this analysis.
Different studies show that the mechanical properties of both polymer and metal material
additive manufacturing received the most attention from researchers [160–168]. Although
important for new functional polymers, the applications of fire-resistance, electrical, ther-
mal, bioprinting, electronics, 4D printing, and biocompatible qualities garnered far less
research in this discipline. Different processes for AM, including related terminologies on
AM, can be seen in the ISO standard [169]. Fused deposition modelling (FDM), which is
thought to be the most popular method for multi-material additive manufacturing due
to its expanding choice of materials and doable technique, is another hot place from the
keywords network. The problems with the FDM technology of additive manufacturing,
particularly the weak bond strength between various materials, have not yet been solved,
and both academia and business should pay greater attention to this issue.

The purpose of the AM research on lattice structures is to advance 3D/4D printing
techniques that fill the gaps between this technology and conventional production processes.
Currently, the creation of polymeric compounds opens the door to the flexibility to examine
and regulate the characteristics and functionality of the product manufacturing process
that are relevant to their actual application. To enhance the quality of the finished product
in accordance with its geometry, research into the development of novel materials and
investigation of the physical processes involved during the deposition process must be
combined. The researcher will be able to determine the composition of the microstructures
and the mechanical properties based on the chosen printing parameters. Additionally,
future research can be done to evaluate the behaviour during the development of numerical
models to assess the temperature variation and the thermal stress sustained by the material.

The scientometric analysis conducted in this study was able to examine different
parameters of publications on the field. However, the research findings were only able to
quantitatively determine any prospective research gaps and probable future trends. Based
on new areas to look into, one possible topic for research in the realm of additive manufac-
turing is printing efficiency. It is frequently necessary to make a trade-off between printing
effectiveness (such as scanning speed) and part quality (such as print resolution) [38–41]. In
order to increase printing efficiency, more energy power or quicker scanning speeds can be
used, although printing accuracy may suffer as a result. Additionally, lengthy, complicated
post-processes lengthen the printing process overall. It is also challenging to expand the
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printing or production platform, since there are post-processing problems such as with heat
treatment and support material removal. Therefore, it is essential to continuously create
and enhance efficient post-processing techniques.

4.3. Implications of Policy Documents

The implication of policy documents on the subject area were also looked at based
on the scientometric analysis conducted in this study. However, it is suggested that an
in-depth analysis be conducted in this area, as policies related to AM are evolving due
to the material advances made, developments of techniques for AM, applications, global
challenges, and economic values. More study is recommended on the elaboration of AM
standards to cover both 3D printing and 4D printing. Additionally, since there are other
forms of lattice structures like the planar lattice structure, octet lattice structure, and the
BCC lattice structure, it is pertinent that more specialised bibliometric analysis will be
conducted that would be confined to particular forms of lattice structures. However, the
present scientometric analysis was able to examine different parameters of publications on
the field. Additionally, the research findings were only able to quantitatively determine
these prospective research gaps and probable future trends.

Another constraint on lattice architectures is the interfacial bonding strength. Engineer-
ing the interfaces between objects made of different materials presents one of the challenges
in multi-material 3D printing. Determining the proper level of connections for the lattice
structure is therefore necessary. Even though different additive manufacturing techniques
have made significant advancements and have a great deal of room for growth in the future,
the weak bond strength between adjacent printed layers of various materials remains a
challenge. This challenge is due to the formation of defects brought on by variations in
the physical and chemical properties of the materials, which would ultimately affect the
overall mechanical performance of the printed parts [38–40].

Lattice structures benefit from the optimization of additive manufacturing. There
are various methods for utilising this solution to improve printing parameters. To get
over this problem, this can be achieved using prototype fabrication, numerical simulation,
in-situ monitoring, or artificial intelligence. Additionally, anisotropy in the printed object
may result from the use of many materials in 3D printing, and each layer’s mechanical
characteristics may decline as a result of the manufacturing process’ temperature gradient.
There are two main categories of methods for increasing the mechanical strength of multi-
material 3D parts: processing parameter optimization [149,158,159] and additional external
energy input [147,148,156]. To push the limits of multi-material additive manufacturing,
fundamental scientific understanding on the inter-layer cohesion mechanisms between
incompatible printed materials is required, in addition to technical innovations.

4.4. Implications of the COVID-19 Pandemic

Thus, it is possible to develop more unique materials and applications for this field.
An application of response from this field also induces the publication history as recorded
in Section 3.1. Two global events have been considered in the publication trend, as the
2016–2017 oil price decline and the COVID-19 pandemic have been highlighted. It is clear
from the 2022 data that the sizes are compared to one another. Additionally, it illustrates
the impact of several events, such as the COVID-19 pandemic and the global decline in the
price of oil per barrel in the years 2016–2017. The authors propose that these two worldwide
events have an impact on the volume of publications for additive manufacturing on lattice
structures, especially COVID-19 [169–179]. The production of high-caliber research articles
has been significantly influenced by the recent worldwide COVID-19 epidemic in 2020–
2021 and national lockdowns that happened in over 80% of countries globally for many
months due to the challenge of finding COVID-19 controls such as the use of 3D printed
face shields [9,120,180–188]. Also, lessons learnt from the recent COVID19 pandemic has
shown that challenging situations can lead to advances in AM [189,190].
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Although the majority of commercial 3D printers can create macro-scale parts, there
are several real-world uses for 3D printed parts at various scales. A promising printing
technology for 3D printing parts from the micro to nanoscale of various materials ap-
pears to be the hybrid 3D printing platform, which can balance resolution and printing
efficiency at the micro-nanometer scale. The next part provides a summary of the future
directions that the systematic review suggests, with concluding remarks that are based on
the authors’ expertise.

5. Conclusions

With the increasing designs and advances in material development, additive manu-
facturing has not been left behind. Additive manufacturing has aided the manufacture
of 3D parts and other multi-material polymer/metal additive manufactured components.
Thus, the need for this scientometric study to investigate the research patterns for additive
manufacturing on lattice structures. In-depth assessments were conducted on the literature
in the area by looking at publication records from the Scopus and WoS databases. The
primary research frameworks, articles, and pertinent research subjects were subsequently
discovered through analysis of the number of publications, literature coupling, keyword
co-occurrence, authorship, and countries/regions activities.

This paper offers a thorough, systematic analysis of the most recent developments in
additive manufacturing, both in terms of technique and applications for publications from
2002 to 2022. The scientometric analysis revealed a strong bias in favour of investigating ma-
terials in this area but little concentration on emerging technologies. The author keywords
from this bibliometric review shows that there are different aspects of lattice structure that
are related to the subject area. For instance, 3D printing efficiency, interfacial bonding
strength between multiple materials, cross-contamination, scalability, and applications
stated above are just a few of the lingering issues that additive manufacturing technology
still faces today, seen in the keywords.

To overcome these obstacles, interdisciplinary research and development will be
crucial, and developments in additive manufacturing on lattice structures and its innovative
uses in new fields will hasten scientific research and technical advancement in a variety of
fields. VOSviewer was also used to visualize the items, the co-relationships of the clusters,
and the mapped networks needed. This was achieved by using a consistent data format to
retrieve the data from both databases. From this study, the USA was the highest region that
worked on additive manufacturing for lattice structures. This research also shows patterns
of research from authors and their affiliations.

It is recommended that the data from one database be validated by using a second
database and comparing the publication records. To gain more complete data, it can be
improved by merging several datasets like Scopus, Google Scholar, and Web of Science.
Additionally, the scientometric analysis in this study is unable to directly offer or depict
the expertise of researchers or publication authors, which may prevent further review.
Further areas of scientific reviews can be involved with technical focus groups, whereby
the publications can be grouped into many categories. Additionally, the results of the
scientometric analysis in each category can be sent to a corresponding expert from technical
focus groups. This approach can be used to retrieve technical views from experts in various
fields. Findings from the plethora of literature on AM can further present advancements
made in the field and the research gaps to broaden the scope of recommendations.
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